CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF

MESSAGE ON THE OCCASION OF

WORLD
OCEANS DAY

United Nations ‘World Oceans
Day’ is celebrated on 8th of June
every year. Since the oceans play a
significant role in our daily life they
deserve our attention to protect
them for sustainable use and
exploitation of marine resources.
Importantly, human activity on
land has a direct effect on the
oceans and the life that flourishes
within.
The aim of World Oceans Day is to
raise awareness among populace
to protect the oceans and their
resources, both living and nonliving, for sustenance and socioeconomic development. The Day
provides us an opportunity to
focus on the challenges our oceans
face in maintaining an ecological
balance in the environment.
The theme selected by UN for
World Oceans Day-2022 is,
‘Revitalization: Collective Action
for the Ocean’. This offers an
opportunity to shed light on
the communities, ideas and

solutions, working together to
protect and revitalize the oceans
and everything they sustain. The
areas of focus for safeguarding
our oceans are ecosystems,
biodiversity and building climate
change resiliency. There is a need
to work together to create a new
balance with the oceans that no
longer deplete their bounty but
instead restore their vibrancy and
bring them to new life.
On the eve of World Oceans Day,
we acknowledge the challenges
that are eroding the integrity of
our waters – pollution, extreme
climatic changes and threats to
survival of marine species. As the
challenges to the oceans continue
to grow, so does the need for
novel solutions to fight these
challenges. We need to conserve
our enormous marine resources
for our future generations.
To commemorate significance of
the World Oceans Day, Pakistan
Navy is playing a lead role in

promoting safe and sustainable
use of ocean resources. Some
of major PN initiatives include
beach cleaning, construction of
harbour debris collection barges,
intensified mangroves plantation,
tackling oil pollution at sea and
coordination with domestic and
industrial community to reduce
waste disposal that causes marine
pollution. A number of events and
activities have been arranged to
mark the day and raise awareness
about oceans and their resources.
An active and forthcoming
participation, with due regard to
the prevailing COVID-19 situation,
by all Marine community will help
promote the essence of the day.
On this Day, let us re-affirm our
commitment and resolve to stem
and reverse the damage done, and
save our oceans from degrading
further. Only together, we can
protect Earth’s key and ultimate
source of life; The Oceans.
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LAUNCHING OF

PNS BADR
L

2ND MILGEM CLASS CORVETTE

aunching Ceremony of MILGEM
Class Corvette PNS BADR held
at Karachi Shipyard & Engineering
Works (KS&EW). Prime Minister of
Islamic Republic of Pakistan Mian
Muhammad Shehbaz Sharif graced
the occasion as Chief Guest.

The newly launched corvette is
equipped with state of the art
weapons & sensors including
surface to surface, surface to
air missiles and anti-submarine
weapons, which would significantly
boost Pakistan Navy’s defensive

and offensive capabilities. Contract
for construction of four MILGEM
Corvettes for PN was signed
between DGMP and M/s ASFAT
in 2018; wherein, two ships will
be constructed at Istanbul Naval
Shipyard (INSY), Turkey and other
two ships at KS&EW, Pakistan. In
this regard, 1st Ship of the Project,
PNS BABUR was launched at
Turkey in August 2021.

The honorable Chief Guest
expressed it as a historic occasion
for Ministry of Defence Production,

Pakistan Navy, Karachi Shipyard
and M/s ASFAT of Turkey to
jointly support the construction
of this state of the art platform.
The Prime Minister appreciated
the performance of KS&EW and
reiterated that indigenization is
at the forefront of our national
policy and it is very encouraging
to see modern warships being
built in Pakistan. The Chief
Guest also highlighted that
MILGEM Project will enable
acquisition of much
needed design and
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“

I APPRECIATE THAT INDIGENIZATION IS
AT THE FOREFRONT OF OUR NATIONAL
POLICY AND IT IS VERY ENCOURAGING TO
SEE MODERN WARSHIPS BEING BUILT IN
PAKISTAN

”

“

PN MILGEM SHIPS WILL
PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN
CATERING OPERATIONAL NEEDS
OF PAKISTAN NAVY

”
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construction capability for future
needs and export potential.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan in his message on the
occasion extended felicitation
on timely completion of ongoing
Pakistan-Turkey MILGEM project
despite COVID pandemic. He
highlighted that MILGEM project
is manifestation of deep rooted
historical ties and willingness to
share of expertise in the Defence
industry between the two
brotherly countries.
Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi,
in his address underscored
that Pakistan’s geographical
position and current geo strategic

environment demands building of
a strong Navy to defend maritime
interests. Our sea trade routes
and vast Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) needs to be safeguarded
effectively. The Naval Chief
underlined that PN MILGEM
Ships will play an important role
in catering operational needs of
Pakistan Navy. He highlighted
that Karachi Shipyard is one of the
few public sector organizations
that made remarkable turnaround
during the last decade. Growth
of such a heavy engineering and
shipbuilding complex, paves way
for broadening technological base
of the country in maritime domain,
which is essentially required for
future development of Pakistan.

MD KS&EW, Rear Admiral Ather
Saleem in his welcome note also
highlighted that Karachi Shipyard
is fully cognizant and aligned
with goals set forth by Govt and
Pakistan Navy for pursuing selfreliance in naval shipbuilding
sector. PN MILGEM corvette is a
testimony of our commitment to
this national cause.
The ceremony was attended by
Minister of National Defence
Turkey and other high ranking
government officials of Pakistan &
Turkey, Pakistan Navy and
KS&EW.
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CNS VISIT

EGYPT & AUSTRALIA

C

hief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Amjad
Khan Niazi during visit to
Egypt called-on Commanderin-Chief of Egyptian Navy.
Upon arrival at Egyptian Naval
Headquarters, the Admiral
was received by Commander in
Chief of Egyptian Navy and was
presented Guard of Honour.
During Call-on with Egyptian

Naval Chief, matters of
bilateral naval collaboration
and regional maritime security
were discussed. Chief of
the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi underscored Pakistan
Navy’s initiative for ensuring
maritime security in the region
through Regional Maritime
Security Patrols (RMSP) and
participation in Combined

Maritime Forces. Naval Chief
highlighted importance
of enhancing cooperation
between the armed forces of
both the countries through
bilateral exercises and training
programs. The dignitaries
acknowledged the importance
of strong military cooperation
among the two countries.
Chief of the Naval Staff was
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given detailed briefing on
roles and capabilities of
Egyptian Navy. The Admiral
also visited onboard Mistral
Helicopter Carrier and ENS
BERNEES.
During visit to Australia,
CNS attended Indo-Pacific
‘Sea Power Conference’
2022 held at Sydney,
Australia. On the sidelines
of conference, the Naval
Chief had interactions with
Naval Chiefs of Australia,
France, Japan, Kuwait and
Spain.
It is expected that
recent visit of Chief of
the Naval Staff would
greatly augment the
bilateral cooperation with
participating navies for
enhancing regional and
global maritime
security.
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NAVAL CHIEF
ADDRESSES AT

COMMAND
& STAFF
COLLEGE
QUETTA...

ALSO VISITS HQs 12 CORPS

C

hief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi visited
Command & Staff Collage, Quetta and
addressed the student officers. Upon
arrival, the Naval Chief was received by the
Commandant Command & Staff College,
Quetta.
While addressing the Staff Course
participants, Admiral Muhammad Amjad
Khan Niazi paid rich tribute to the sacrifices
of the Pakistan Armed Force in defence
of the country. Chief of the Naval Staff
emphasized the participants to keep
themselves abreast with the latest trends
and make endeavors to deal with emerging
complex and dynamic security environment.
The Admiral reiterated that jointness
remained central to the modern concept
of military operations as jointness ensure
success in today’s warfare. Naval Chief
highlighted that in prevalent geo-strategic
milieu Pakistan Navy is fully cognizant of
maritime security challenges evolving under
the ambit of Hybrid Warfare. The Admiral
further emphasized that Pakistan Navy is
always ready to tackle the maritime security
challenges faced by the country with active
support of Sister Services.
Chief of the Naval Staff also interacted
with faculty and student officers including
foreign officers undergoing staff course
at the premier institution. The Naval Chief
later, visited Headquarters Quetta Corps and
lauded the commitment and professionalism
of Pakistan Armed Forces.
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PNS SHAMSHEER
VISITS OMAN DURING RMSP

STRENGTHENING BILATERAL
BILATERAL TIES
TIES
STRENGTHENING

P

akistan Navy Ship
SHAMSHEER visited Port
Muscat, Oman during deployment
on Regional Maritime Security
Patrol (RMSP). Upon arrival at
Muscat, the ship was received
by Defence Attaché of Pakistan
at Oman and officials from Royal
Navy of Oman.
During the visit, Commanding
Officer of PNS SHAMSHEER
called on Commander Said Bin
Sultan Naval Base and Deputy
Commandant Naval Academy of
Royal Navy of Oman. During the
interactions, matters of mutual
interests were discussed and
enhancement of bilateral ties
in all spheres was re-affirmed.

Commanding Officer of PNS
SHAMSHEER conveyed good
wishes of Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi for the people of Oman and
the Royal Oman Navy.
During port visit, various bilateral
activities were undertaken
including table top discussions on
professional matters, orientation
visits and search & seizure training
on-board.
Upon completion of port visit, PNS
SHAMSHEER conducted Maritime
Exercise with Royal Omani
Navy Ship KHASSAB to enhance
interoperability.

Pakistan Navy believes in
promoting peace and is committed
to maritime security and order
at sea. The recent visit to Oman
will contribute in strengthening
bilateral diplomatic and defence
ties between the two
countries.
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P

akistan Navy celebrated World
Environment Day & World
Oceans Day to create awareness
and significance of environment
focusing on marine environment,
development of the oceans and
coastal areas..
World Environment Day is
observed globally on 5 June to
raise awareness on significance of
healthy and green environment. It
aims to promote healthy measures
for improving quality of life. This
year’s theme of World Environment
Day is ’Only One Earth’, which
calls for transformative changes
to policies and choices to enable
cleaner, greener and sustainable
living in harmony with nature.
To show firm resolve and create
awareness various lectures were
organised highlighting importance
of environment. Additionally, PN
launched various initiatives, such
as Trees & Mangroves Plantation,
campaign to ban use of polythene
bags, collection of solid waste
in harbours, Reed Bed Reverse
Osmosis Plants for Sewerage
Water Treatment and ’Three Bin
System’; to segregate trash for
landfills, recyclables for reuse, and
compost the organic material to
enrich soil was introduced.
Pakistan Navy always endeavors

to secure marine environment for
safer and cleaner oceans.
World Oceans Day is celebrated
to focus the maintenance and
development of the oceans and
coastal areas. Oceans are very
important for mankind as these
are major source of sustenance
of life on earth and act as lungs to
our planet as they provide more
than 50% of the oxygen produced
on this planet. They are also major
absorbers of greenhouse gases and
carbon dioxide. Oceans regulate our
climate holding 97% of the water
on earth, almost all rain that drops
on land comes from the sea. The
human activity on land is directly
affecting the oceans and the life
that flourishes within.
The theme selected for World
Oceans Day-2022 by United
Nations is, ‘Revitalization:
Collective Action for the Ocean’.
This offers an opportunity to shed
light on the communities, ideas
and solutions, working together to
protect and revitalize the oceans
and everything they sustain.
To commemorate significance of
the World Oceans Day, Pakistan
Navy is playing a lead role in
promoting safe and sustainable
use of ocean resources. Some

of the major Pakistan Navy
initiatives include; beach cleaning,
construction of harbour debris
collection barges, intensive
Mangroves plantation, banning use
of destructive fishing nets, tackling
oil pollution at sea and coordination
with industrial community to
reduce waste disposal that causes
marine pollution. An active and
forthcoming participation by all and
Marine community in particular
will help promote the essence of
the day. In this regard National
Institute of Maritime Affairs
(NIMA) has also arranged a number
of activities including seminar/
webinar and panel discussions
focusing on ocean resources and
Blue Economy.
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi
in his messages on World
Environment Day & World Oceans
Day reaffirmed PN resolve and
commitment to make every effort
for betterment of our environment,
preserve and conserve the oceans
for our future generations. He
urged all to come together and
embrace best practices and
principles for the protection and
preservation of our shared
asset.
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REVITALIZATION:

COLLECTIVE ACTION
FOR THE OCEAN
Ali Basit

T

he World Ocean Day is being organized by
the UN every year on 8th June since 2008
to promote global awareness of the benefits
that the world can derive from the oceans.
Every year on this day, science centers and
research institutions, NGOs, communities and
governments all around the world used to
mobilize millions of people to raise awareness
on how to use oceans resources sustainably.
The theme for this year’s World Ocean Day
is “Revitalization: Collective Action for the
Ocean” as well as a declaration of intentions
that launches a decade of challenges to get the
Sustainable Development Goal 14, “Conserve
and sustainably use the oceans, seas and
marine resources”, by 2030.
The oceans are fundamentally important to
every human and all the other living plants and
animals. Our ocean sustains us and it is home
to more than half of all life on Earth today. The
air we breathe and the water we consume, are
ultimately linked to the seas. The oceans drives
our weather and stabilizes our climate. Yet,
we have taken the oceans for granted. Human
actions have pushed the species to the brink
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and impacted on every ocean
habitat. We have not understood
what the ocean does for us. The
consequences of our negligence
are: the seas are warming, rising
and becoming more acidic. One of
the biggest threats to our oceans
is man-made pollution. Discarded
plastics and other residential
waste discharge from pesticides
and industrial chemicals eventually
find their way into the sea with
devastating consequences for
marine life and the habitats they
depend on.
It is estimated that a staggering
80 percent of marine pollution
originates on land. Land based
pollutants – such as agricultural
run-off and nutrients from sewage
outflows are contributing to ocean
‘dead zones’ – areas which can no
longer sustain life because they
have low or zero oxygen. Hence,
an important challenge that the
world is facing is to understand
and better manage the various
aspects of oceanic sustainability,
ranging from sustainable fisheries
to ecosystem. Being an important
maritime state in the Indian Ocean
region, Pakistan is progressively
apprehending the marvels of the
healthy ocean and its linkages
with sustainable economic
growth. Pakistan is endowed with
diversified natural capital with over
1000 kilometers long coastline
and an extended continental shelf
of 290,000 sq. km spreading up to
350 nautical miles into the deep.
It is pertinent to note here that
the extension in Continental Shelf
is the recognition of Pakistan’s
Continental Shelf claim under
article 76 of UNCLOS in 2015; thus,
making Pakistan the first country

in North Indian Ocean Region,
whose case has been approved by
the UN. This extension was granted
to Pakistan due the tireless efforts
made by Pakistan Navy who fought
for the aforementioned claim in
the UN to acquire the exclusive
rights over the seabed and subsoil
for exploration and use of marine
resources including energy
production.
Furthermore, Pakistan’s sea
trade route contributes about
$66.5 billion dollars to economic
growth, accumulates 31% of
Pakistan’s GDP. Fish and seafood
industry in Pakistan alone has
the potential of generating the
revenue of more than $1.2 billion.
Moreover, Pakistan’s mangrove
area, a sixth largest in the world,
holds an annual value of about
$20 million which can be extracted
from mangrove dependent fish
species and shrimp industry. But
these economic benefits cannot
be extracted if the ocean does not
remain free from pollution and
other detrimental environmental
effects. On the event of World
Ocean Day, Pakistan Navy reaffirms its commitment for the
sustainable usage of oceans while
endeavoring to protect the oceans
from hazards of marine pollution.
Pakistan Navy acknowledges
the threats that are eroding the
integrity of our waters – pollution,
marine invasive species, extreme
climatic changes and threats to
survival of marine species including
unsustainable fishing practices.
Pakistan Navy celebrates this
year’s World Ocean Day by
arranging a number of awareness
enhancing activities which included

lectures and speech competitions
on the theme of the Day. The
awareness of masses regarding
adverse effects of marine pollution
was raised through video clips
and display of banners. Moreover,
Harbour and Beach Cleaning
Campaigns, construction of
harbor debris collection boats,
banning use of destructive fishing
nets, tackling oil pollution at Sea
and coordination with industrial
community to reduce waste
dumping into the sea have been
a regular part of Pakistan Navy’s
annual activities. Further, close
collaboration with Ministry of
Climate Change (MoCC) and
other national and international
organizations such as Mangroves
for the Future (MFF), International
Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) and World Wide Fund
(WWF), have been maintained to
undertake numerous environment
friendly initiatives and awareness
projects. Since 2016, Pakistan
Navy planted nearly 7 million
mangroves saplings mangroves
across the coastal regions in
coordination with Sindh and
Balochistan forest departments.
To sum up, this World Ocean
Day requires us to embark upon
sustainable innovation techniques
to boost our economy and on
this day, let us reaffirm our
commitment and resolve for
preserving sustainable use of the
oceans and marine resources.
Pakistan Navy will continue to play
an important role in the global
and nation efforts to protect and
preserve the ocean; mankind’s
shared resource for sustenance
and prosperity.
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MARITIME SECTOR
REMAINS AN UNTAPPED RESOURCE DUE TO
SEA BLINDNESS
Wazarat Ali

W

ith a huge seafront, large
Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) and continental shelf;
Pakistan is blessed with abundant
marine resource potential for
innovation and economic growth. It
is believed that Pakistan’s maritime
zones are rich in living and nonliving resources. However, sea
blindness, little to no public-private
partnership, dearth of marine

research and development (R&D)
and absence of a coherent policy
are some of the most important
causes of underutilization of
marine resources. The need of the
hour is to invest in marine R&D
while generating opportunities
for public-private partnership to
fuel blue economy in Pakistan.
The term ‘blue economy’ refers
to the utilization of sea and

its resources for sustainable
development. In other words, blue
economy is efficient use of ocean
resources for sustained economic
growth, inclusive employment
opportunities, and better livelihood
for coastal communities and
exploitation of sea-based energy
reserves. Seas are increasingly
being understood as engines for
sustainable economic growth by
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Small Island Developing States
(SIDS) and Big Oceans States
alike. Since time immemorial,
humans have been relying on
oceans for food, transportation
and therapeutic products. Today
there is a better understanding
even of the non-market goods
and services related to oceans.
Pakistan’s maritime potential is
wide and varied. The country’s
1000 kilometers long coast

overexploited or else shrinking on
account of pollution.

extends southeast and westward.
The maritime area of Pakistan
comprises of 240,000 square
kilometers of EEZ. To this area,
the extended continental shelf
provides another 50,000 square
kilometers. The combined area of
roughly 290,000 square kilometers
has an enormous natural resource
potential, much of which remains
unexplored. Most of the marine
natural resources are untapped,

$ 73.947 million in the first seven
months of fiscal year 2019-20.
Statistics from Chinese customs
show that in the first half of this
year, Pakistan’s fish exports to
China topped 20,000 tons with a
value of over $20 million. Although
Pakistan’s fish export is growing
but when compared to other Asian
countries, the numbers are only
depressing. Moreover, despite huge
potential, fishing sector contribute

Pakistan’s coastal zones, a mixture
of subtropical environment
and riverine flow in Indus delta,
are rich in bio-productivity and
bio-diversity. According to data
released by the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP), Pakistan’s exports
of frozen seafood rose 83.7 percent
to

little (01 percent) to Pakistan’s
GDP. However, if developed for
optimum exploitation, fishery
sector can play pivotal role in
development of rural coastal
economy of the country besides
creating jobs in related sectors
such as processing, preserving,
transporting and marketing fish
and fish products.
Pakistan’s maritime zones are
also rich in non-living resources
such as sea-based industrial
resource, deep-sea minerals and
hydrocarbons. It is important
to note that offshore regions
of Pakistan have thick marine
sedimentary reservoir
rocks with potential
traps of industrial
chemicals and
hydrocarbons.
In addition,
Pakistan’s
marine
geological
environment
is favorable for the
formation of mineral
resources. Nonetheless, sea
blindness and lack of resources
to invest in the maritime
infrastructure are major reasons
for the absence of any serious
exploratory efforts and subsequent
discovery. Pakistan’s energystarved economy and balance
of payment crisis can be cured
or at least mitigated in the
longer run if untapped non-living
resources of sea are exploited.
Coastal tourism is yet another
fast expanding economic sector in
the world. Pakistan is blessed to
have a long coastline with pristine
beaches and year-long sunshine
which potentially make beach
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tourism an attractive industry
in the country. Development of
sea-based recreational facilities
such as quality beaches, theme
parks, promenades and hotels
is an avenue of public-private
partnership to boost tourism
and related industries while
creating job opportunities for the
unemployed youth. Desalination
of water; utilization of tidal and
wind energy for power generation;
ship construction, maintenance
and repair are other areas of high
potential for growth of country’s
economy. Marine R&D and capacity
building through encouragement
of private start-ups can lead the
dwindling economy of the country
towards stability and progress.
Chinese investment through China

Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as the “Year of Blue Economy”
is a golden opportunity for Pakistan to encourage exploration of
to explore its “blue” options. CPEC
economic potential of oceans
is connecting Pakistan’s port cities
in the country. Pakistan Navy
to the other parts of countries
has been dedicatedly pursuing
through a modern network of rails
the commitment to play its part
and roads. This transportation
in the growth of blue economy
network can facilitate easy and
and maritime sector of Pakistan.
efficient movement of services,
Development of comprehensive
goods and human resource within
strategy to incentivize maritime
the country besides connecting
sector through inter-ministerial
western China with Arabian Sea.
coordination and broader
Pakistan can capitalize on everconsultation with stakeholders
increasing maritime cooperation
is required to prompt investment
between the two countries in order by private sector. In this way,
to promote “blue partnership” and
the economic slowdown can be
can lead the country to the
path
of
transformed into sustainable
EXERCISE SEASPARK-20
economic prosperity. IS A DISPLAYeconomic
activity in the
OF STRONG
country.
RESOLVE AND
CAPABILITIES.
Earlier, the federal government
PAKISTAN NAVY BEING
had designated the year 2020

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL FORCE
IS DETERMINED TO STAND
AGAINST ANY AGGRESSION
POSED BY THE ENEMY AND
SAFEGUARD MARITIME
FRONTIERS OF PAKISTAN
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INTERNATIONAL
FEATURED NEWS
MEDIUM DISPLACEMENT UNMANNED
SURFACE VESSEL (MDUSV)
Unmanned vessel capable to travel for long
periods of time and execute a variety of missions
at a fraction of the cost for a manned ship

Leidos designed and built the 132-footlong Sea Hunter, autonomy technology is
ready to move from the developmental
and experimental stages to advanced
mission testing.
The Sea Hunter program is leading the
world in unmanned, fully autonomous
naval ship design and production.”

TURKEY’S NEW
ARMED USV
‘SALVO’ PASSES
INITIAL FIRING
TRIALS

Turkish shipbuilder Dearsan’s
brand-new unmanned combat
surface vessel, the SALVO
Dearsan-SALVO has an overall
length of 14.79 m, a width of
3.83 m, and a draft of 0.75 m.
Depending on the selection of
diesel machines the new vessel
can reach a top speed of 45-60 Kts
(83 km/h – 111 km/h). It can be
armed with a surface-to-surface
and surface-to-air guided missiles

Courtesy:

www.navalnews.com
www.northropgrumman.com

system, as well as a 12.7 mm
stabilized machine gun system.
In addition to these features,
development continues on
variants that can perform special
missions such as reconnaissance,
surveillance, and intelligence
gathering. In addition to being

operated by land-based mobile
control stations or command
headquarters, the SALVO can be
deployed to naval assets, such as
landing helicopter docks (LHDs),
frigates, corvettes, and MCM
vessels.
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STRONG MAN
I

t is not the critic who counts;
not the man who points out
how the strong man stumbles,
or where the doer of deeds could
have done them better. The
credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena, whose face
is marred by dust and sweat and
blood; who strives valiantly; who
errs, who comes short again and
again, because there is no effort
without error and shortcoming;
but who does actually strive to
do the deeds; who knows great
enthusiasms, the great devotions;
who spends himself in a worthy
cause; who at the best knows
in the end the triumph of high
achievement, and who at the
worst, if he fails, at least fails
while daring greatly, so that his
place shall never be with those
cold and timid souls who neither
know victory nor defeat.
This is an excerpt from the
speech “Citizenship in a Republic”
delivered by Theodore Roosevelt
Jr, 26th President of the United
States, in Paris on April 23 1910,
before a crowd that included
ministers in court dress, army and
navy officers.
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Even after more than a century,
it invites us to brood and
contemplate.
Each one of us is “Man in the
Arena” whose face is marred
by dust and sweat and blood;
and our arena is work place,
family, interpersonal relations,
a tough boss, rebellious or slow
learning kids, or a special child
and challenging tasks, health
issues and so on. While striving for
“daring greatly” who is the critic
and counts and points out? Most
of the cases “we’” are the critics
of ourselves; our weaknesses,
vulnerabilities and subconscious
mind keep us from striving
valiantly by whispering in our
ears: you are not good enough;
intelligent enough; confident
enough; beautiful enough; smart
enough; your father divorced your
mother; you were victimized; you
can’t do it; and much more hue and
cry by our subconscious mind.
We become accustomed of such
thoughts and it becomes our habit
to listen to those thoughts which
bring forth from our vulnerabilities.
Our mind or brain is hub of all
these thoughts. Thoughts are the
language of brain and our feeling
are the language of our body; how
we think and how we feel creates
our state of being. Whatever we
think, it chemically transforms
into our body and generates some
feelings – feelings of elevation,
sublimity, sadness, irritations,
melancholy, insecurity, fear, hatred
etc. In turn, these feelings again
produce corresponding thoughts
which again nurture matching
feelings and this loop goes on.

A habit is a redundant set of
automatic, unconscious thoughts,
behaviours and emotions, acquired
through repetition. A habit is when
we have done something so many
times that our body now knows
how to do it better than our mind.
Our brain consists of more than
100 billion brain cells which are the
store house of our thoughts, our
dreams, our memories, our hopes,
our secret fantasies, our fears, our
skills, our habits, our pain and our
joys and form “you” and “me”. If we
learn even one bit of information
today, tiny brain cells will make
new connections between them,
and who “we” are will be altered.
A famous Neuroscientist Dr. Joe
Dispenza explains that People
wake up in the morning, they
begin to think about their
problems, those problems are
circuits, memories in the brain.
Each one of those memories are
connected to people and things
at certain times and places and if
the brain is a record of the past,
the moment they start their day
they’re already thinking in the
past. Each one of those memories
has an emotion. Emotions are the
end product of past experiences.
So the moment they recall those
moments of their problems, they
all of a sudden feel unhappy, they
feel sad, they feel pain. Now how
you think and how you feel creates
your state of being so the person’s
entire state of being when they
start the day is in the past.
If we believe that our thoughts
have something to do with your
destiny, and we are thinking in
the past; and for the most part

we are going to keep creating the
same life. Because, every day, as
we see the same people, do the
same things, go to the same places
and look at the same objects,
our familiar memories related to
our known world “re-mind” us to
reproduce the same experiences.
Actually our environment is really
controlling how we think and feel,
unconsciously. Because every
person, everything, every place,
every experience has a neurological
network in our brain.
More than 95% of who we are by
the time we’re above 35 years old,
is a memorized set of behaviours,
emotional reactions, unconscious
habits, hardwired attitudes, beliefs
and perceptions that function like
a computer programme. How
a person can say within 5% of
his conscious mind: I want to be
healthy. I want to be happy. I want
to be free. I want to strive
valiantly; but the body is on a
whole different programme.
The moment we decide to make a
different choice; our sub conscious
mind the body says: you’ve been
doing this for 35 years, you’re just
going to stop feeling suffering
and stop feeling guilty and stop
feeling shameful? You’re not going
to complain or blame or make
excuses or feel sorry for yourself?
The body is in the
unknown. So the body starts
influencing the mind and it says:
Start tomorrow. You’ll never
change. This is not going to work
for you. This doesn’t feel right.
And so you respond to that
thought as if it’s true that same
thought will lead to the same
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choice, create the same behaviour,
which will create the same
experience, which produces the
same emotion.
In order to change, we need to
harness our sub conscious mind
and have to “un learn” and “re
learn” the snapshot of memory and
programmed behaviours. We must
get out of the shackles of
the past and predict the future
through mind’s eye. The best way
to predict your future is to create
it; not from the known, but from
the unknown. In order to create
something new in our lives, we
have to leave behind a portion of
the known and familiar. This
includes familiar thoughts,
behaviours, emotions, and
sometimes even relationships. It’s
in that act of overcoming our past
and the familiar, known territories
of our lives that allow us to not
revert to the unconscious
emotions, habits, and/or hardwired
attitudes of the past. Just imagine
what would be possible if we could
put all of our passion, energy, and
attention into the thoughts of our
future with the same passion,
energy, and attention that we put
into our self-limiting thoughts. Just
imagine if we could stop
surrendering to fear or anxiety and
start surrendering more to love or
trust.
For this, we have to rehearse the
behaviours we want to
demonstrate in our life every
day. To walk like “I am enough”
and to move in new ways as a
more unlimited human being with
certainty, clarity, passion, and

awareness—is to be that
future self.
“Each time you make a new choice
that is in alignment with your
future, you are priming your brain
to install the neurological
hardware to actually think,
act, and feel like the person
you want to be in your future. ……
When you do it enough times, as
we walk as our future self—as we
get our body involved each day
in the process—this behaviour
becomes the habit
of the new self. This is how we
create new habits
of thought and behaviour”
Dr Joe Dispenza aptly puts it.
So to change, then, is to be
greater than our environment, to
be greater than the conditions in
our world… and the environment
is that seductive. But we have to
visualize that the brain is no longer
a record of the past, now it’s a map
to the future. We can’t wait for our

success to feel empowered; we
can’t wait for our wealth to feel
abundant; we can’t wait for our
relationship to feel love. When
we feel better inside of us we pay
attention to whoever or whatever
caused it.
The moment we start feeling
abundant and worthy we’re
generating wealth. The moment
we’re empowered and feel it we’re
beginning to step towards the
success. The moment we start, and
do whisper the golden line of the
poem Ulysses by Lord Tennyson
into the ears of your
sub-conscious:
“Tho’ much is taken, much abides;
and tho’ We are not now that
strength which in old days Moved
earth and heaven, that which we
are, we are; One equal temper
of heroic hearts, Made weak by
time and fate, but strong in will To
strive, to seek, to find, and not to
yield”.
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PN RECKONER

EVENTS IN JUNE

Source: PN History Cell

Jun 02, 1949: Oil tanker Empire Taj purchased from the British Ministry of Transport and
commissioned as HMPS ATTOCK to serve as a harbor oiler.
Jun 1953: HMPS JHELUM and HMPS ZULFIQUAR participated in the Coronation
ceremonies of Queen Elizabeth II and Fleet Review at Spithead, Portsmouth,
UK.
Jun 1954: Action Speed Tactical Teacher set up at HMPS HIMALAYA.
Jun 15, 1961: Commissioning of first Floating Dock (FD-I).
Jun 01, 1964: Tench class submarine, former USS DIABLO, acquired from the USA and
commissioned as PNS/M GHAZI (S-130), marking the inception of submarine
service in the Pakistan Navy.
Jun 1971: Marine Battalion raised for coastal defence and riverine operation in East
Pakistan.
Jun 01, 1973: The first refit of a submarine PNS/M HANGOR (S-131) in Pakistan commenced
at PN Dockyard.
Jun 20, 1974: Commissioning of Fast Patrol Boats PNS BANNU (P-154) and
SAHIWAL(P-160) and induction into PATRON 10.
Jun 29, 1987: Rolling out ceremony marking the completion of the first major repair/ refit
(V3) of Atlantic LRMR aircraft in Pakistan held at PNS MEHRAN.
Jun 01, 1989: Submarine Service held its Silver Jubilee celebrations in Abdoze ground.
Jun 04, 1991: Groundbreaking and Foundation Stone laying of "New NHQ Complex"
performed at Sector D-9 site in Islamabad.
Jun 06, 1994: The first Patrol Craft to be constructed indigenously by PN Dockyard
commissioned as PNS LARKANA (P-157).
Jun 07, 1994: PNS NIGRAAN commissioned as the depot for Naval Provost Branch.
Jun 08, 1996: PNS PUNJAB was commissioned as a depot unit at Lahore.
Jun 03, 2010: PCB Fabrication Facility inaugurated at NPEC Karachi.
June 2011: 4th F-22P Frigate designated as PNS ASLAT (F-254) was launched at Karachi
Shipyard & Engineering Works.
Jun 16, 2011: Rescue Ops “Umeed-e-Nau” carried out. PNS BABUR (F-182) safely rescued &
evacuated the crew members including Indian Nationals of MV SUEZ.
Jun 12, 2014: PNS DEHSHAT (1014) the second Fast Attack Craft (Missile) indigenously
constructed by KS&EW, commissioned.
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PN STAFF COURSE
CONVOCATION

PAKISTAN NAVY WAR COLLEGE

T

he Convocation ceremony
of 51st Pakistan Navy Staff
Course was held at Pakistan Navy
War College (PNWC), Lahore.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi
graced the graduation ceremony as
Chief Guest.
Degrees were conferred to 98
graduates, comprising 57 officers
from Pakistan Navy, 04 from Pak
Army, 05 from Pakistan Air Force
and 32 officers from Friendly
countries including Azerbaijan,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Egypt,
Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Sri
Lanka, Sudan and Yemen.
Addressing on the occasion, Chief
of the Naval Staff underlined that
the rapidly transforming regional
geo-strategic environment requires
vigilance coupled with operational
alacrity to augment combat

potential. He said that Pakistan
is faced with unprecedented
maritime challenges as our over
ambitious adversary is pursuing a
massive build-up of conventional
naval forces. Naval Chief further
underscored that Pakistan is a
peace loving country and seek
harmonious and peaceful coexistence with all countries;
however, this desire for peace
must not be taken as a sign of
weakness.
Commandant Pakistan Navy War
College also apprised the audience
about various professional and
academic activities undertaken by
the participants during the Staff
Course.
The ceremony was attended by
military officers, civil dignitaries
and families of graduating
officers.
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PN STAFF COURSE
CONVOCATION

PAKISTAN NAVY WAR COLLEGE
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DEGREES WERE
CONFERRED TO
98 GRADUATES,
COMPRISING
OFFICERS FROM PN,
SISTER SERVICES
& FRIENDLY
COUNTRIES

